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The mE etirw~~~calle.<:l_to order at 10 . 35 a.m . 

AGE!IDA I TEM 91~ : ADt1INIS'1 RATIVE AND BUDGEI'ARY CO-ORDINATION OF THE UNI TED NATI ONS 
tliTH THE SPECIAI,IZED AGE!i.CIES AND THE INTERHATIONAL ATOMIC SNERGY AGE.iJCY: 

(a) ADi-ITNI STRATIVE BUDGETS OF THE SPECI ALIZED AGCNCI ES AND OF TilE INTERNATIOiiAL 
ATOr:JIC I!NERGY AGENCY: Rl!PORT OF THE ADVISORY COI·lMITTEE ON ADHI NISTRATIVE AND 
BUDGETARY QUESTIONS : ( A/; 4/684 ~ A/35/481) 

(b) IfvlPACT OF HlFLATIOH OtT THE BUDGETS OF THE ORGANI ZATIONS OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
SYSTEH: REPORT OF THE SECRETARY··GENERAL (A/C . 5/ 33 /L!.7 ) 

l. ~ir . MSELLE ( Chairman of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetar y 
QuestionsT-sa{d t hat the report sublili tted to the Genera l Ass embly at its 
thirty~·fourth session i n document A/34/684 had been postponed to the thirty-fifth 
session. In addition to that repor t t he ACABQ had submitted t he 1980 r eport in 
document A/35/481 . The t wo r eports complemented each other and t heir format was 
more or less the sarue. Table F was not in document A/35/481. The Committee was 
still av1a iting relevant i nformation f rom some agencies, vhich , vrhen received, 
vTould be iss ued as an addendum to the r eport. As could be seen from paragraph 6 
of document A/311 / 684 ~ 198) uas the first year of a new b iennium for f ive 
orGanizations includin~~ t 1e United l'lations. I n paragraph 39 of document A/35/1.,81 
the Conmittee reported th~t UNESCO had decided t hat from 1984 its biennial 
programmes and budgets "o ..Ud begin with an e ven year . In order to e ffect the 
t r ansi t ion between the tw•) budgeting cycles, o. single proc;rrumne and b udget would 
be i mplemented for 1981-1:~83 . 

2. In paragraph 3 of do·~ument A/34/ 684 the Advi sory Cor!lilli ttee had stated that 
pr essure of wor lc had. made i t impossible to s ubmit a special r eport to the General 
Assembly at its thirty- fourth session. In par agraph 16 of the same r eport t he 
Cownittee had stated that it had made a pr eliminary inquiry into procedures followed 
by various o rQ:anizat ions ·;o r eclassify posts. The Committee had decided to follow 
up the question of r eclas:;ification of post s , as a s pecial subject for discussion 
vi t.h the va rious or~aniza; ;i ons . The info:rmc.tion the Committee obtained >rould be 
incorporated in t he coJ1'llnellts of t he Committee on the r eport of the Secretary···General 
on t he United Nations cla:;sification pro~ramme . 

3. Paragraph 4 of document A/ 35 / 481 refle cted the feeline of the Advisory 
Col!!Illittee on the unsat i s factory timing of the submission to the Committee of the 
I FAD inforraation. The Cor~ittee had requested IFAD to make every e ffort to submit 
it.s information in time to enable the Advisory Committee to include it in the 
report to be submitted to the General Assembl y . 

JL He dre>·r t o the attent i on of t he Fifth Committee paraeraphs 53 to 55 of 
document A/ 35/481 . tThere n:embers of t he Commi ttee would find a number of pertinent 
observati ons by the Dire ct or-General of UNESCO on UNESCO and the internat ional 
connuunity. 
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5. In conclusion, he pointed out that in the second sentence of parac;raph 54 (i) 
of document A/35/481 11Secretary-General 1

; should be replaced by :;General Assembly'. 

G. :1r. BEGIN (Director, Budget Division), introducin[!; the report of the 
Secretary~General (A/C.5/33/47), said that the impact of inflation on rates of 
exchan(':;e bet-vreen different currencies and on the purchasinc; power of a given 
currency caused the Secretariat various problems. The first vras hm·r to distinguish 
between grovrth in the budget due to inflation and growth due to prograrnme 
expansion" Fhich Jche Secretariat dealt with by presentine; the information in 
budc;et documents twice 9 first in constant dollars and then adjusted for the 
effects of inflation. The second problem vas to harmonize the methods used in 
the United Nations to calculate the effects of inflation. I'lost of the work 
in -th:::tt ;;ms done in Genev8. 0 uhere the matter vas now 1·rell in hand. 
'rhe third problem vras the methoCl.s themselves. 

7, It vas difficult to establish exact equivalencies between different ct:rrencies. 
Parities varied and, over the long-term, the purchasing power of any given currency 
could be subject to erratic variations. One means of dealinc; with the problem was 
to calculate the purchasing power and the international parity of each currency 
separately. Another, and simpler, method 1ms to assu:ne a correlation beti·reen the 
clollar value of a currency and the local rate of inflation. That was 
acceptable as a method because the duty stations to vrhich it was applied accountecl 
for only a small part of the Organization 1 s Difficulties could arise even 
so) as in the case of Santiago, Chile, where, as a result of the Chilean 
Government's decision not to devalue the national currency in 1980 as it had in 
recent yeQ.rs :' the effects of the country 1 s continuing inflation in 1980 had not 
been compensated for by a corresponding fall in the currency 1 s dollar parity: the 
effect c on the ECLA budget were be::;inning to shmr. 

D l) _As for the impact of inflation on the local purchasinG power of a currency 9 

the Secretariat practice uas to calculate staff costs at all duty stations by 
reference to the consumer price index at Heao.quarters 9 which meant that there was a 
fairly close correlation betueen movements in the consumer price index and increases 
in post adjustments. In the case of all other expenditure items, the effects of 
inflntion vere calculated on the basis of prices at the station question, 
which, while not ideal as a system~ helped to avoid some important distortions. 
For example" in New York in recent years 9 the cost of enerey, vrhich was a 

cant component of the over-all budget, had risen far faster than in 
general. It could be seen, therefore, that if allowance for inflation were made 
purely on the basis of variations in the consumer index, the result in 
Neu York -vrould be a severe underestimate of the effects of inflation on the budget 
as a vhole. 'l'he subject was a complex one and required further study. 

or. 
the list of speakers on agenda item 94 vmuld be closed 
at 6 p,m. 
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AGENDA ITEM 97: SCALE OF ASSESSI,'lENTS FOR THE APPORTI0Ni'v1EIJT OF THE E1'"PENSES OF 
THE UNITED NATIONS: REPOFT OF THE Cm1MITTEE ON COii!TRIBUTIQl\!8 (continued) (A/35/11) 

10. l!Ir. ABRASZEHSKI ( Polc:nd) observed that the Connnittee on Contributions, in 
response to the General A~sembly's request in resolution 34/6 B, had made a 
substantial effort to stuc.y a number of difficult topics with the aim of increasing 
the fairness and equity of the scale of assessments. The Connnittee was to be 
connnended for its efforts, even though it had failed to reach conclusions on 
several of those topics. His delegation hoped that, on the basis of the 
statistical data and other information the Secretariat had been asked to collect, 
the Committee would be able to mal:e sensible and practical reconnnendations on 
improving the fairness of the scale of assessments before it was next revie\-red 
in 1982; that task -vras, ir. his delegation 1 s view, a permanent part of the 
Connnittee's mandate. 

11. The Connnittee had beEn unable to agree on what was meant by excessive or 
extreme variations in the rates of assessment between two successive scales. The 
idea, put forward in paracraph 11 of the Committee's report (A/35/11), of 
introducing a scale in terms of up to four decimal digits might partly fulfil the 
need to dampen excessive movement in countries' assessments beb-reen two successive 
scales. 

12. The Committee stated quite correctly, in paragraph 16 of its report, that 
national income as a measure of capacity to pay should be supplemented by other 
economic and social indicE.tors. Huch, however, remained to be done before a 
reasonably meaningful and acceptable set of such indicators was arrived at. The 
Connnittee had also noted that States -.;-ranted access to convertible currencies, 
in addition to national irccome, to be taken into consideration in determining 
their capacity to pay. Ii. was a hard fact of life that the national currencies 
of the vast majority of Hunbers vere not freely convertible. Yet, despite its 
study of the material prepared by the Secretariat, the Conuni ttee had not changed 
its position on the matter. Its inability to ascertain the impact on the 
availability of convertible currency of such factors as the relationship of 
external public debt to the current account of the balance of payments, or the 
relationship between external public debt and debt servicing to earnings from 
the export of goods and services, was a very grave short-coming. There vere a 
number of States other than those referred to in paragraph 23 of the report 
whose contributions should be adjusted downwards owing to the fact that they had 
to devote a substantial portion of their foreign earnings to servicing external 
public debt. The Commi ttE~e 1 s determination to study the matter further was not 
enough: his delegation rE~quired an assurance that, irrespective of progress 
made in studying the mattE;r further, the Connnittee on Contributions -.;vould give 
due regard, during its review of the scale of assessments in 1982, to all 
countries devoting a substantial portion of their foreign earnings to servicing 
external public debt. It trusted, moreover, that the Committee would give further 
con:sideration to the esta1llishment of a link between a country's access to 
convertible currency and :.ts rate of assessment. On that subJect, and on the 

/ ... 
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questions of accumulated wealth and some States' heavy dependence on exports of 
one or a few products, the Committee had barely done more than repeat the findings 
it had reported in 1977. 

13. On the other hand, his delegation was pleased to note substantial progress 
in the Committee tmrards reconciling the tvm major systems of national accounting 
and the compilation of national income statistics in market prices for countries 
with centrally planned economies. Poland intended to continue its traditional 
collaboration in that regard. 

14. In connexion with the difficulties of providing constant price data for all 
the Member States, and the distorted picture of national income that could result 
from the exchange rates used for comparison purposes when establishing the scale 
of assessments, he stressed the undisputed right of Member States to indicate the 
proper rate of exchange to be applied in expressing its national income in 
United States dollars. 

15. His delegation was most disappointed that, on the questions of the low-income 
allowance formula and of changing the statistical base period for the scale of 
assessments, the Committee had been able to forvmrd to the General Assembly neither 
agreed conclusions nor even specific problems requiring further clarification or 
a political solution. 'The Committee had not tal~en the opportunity to examine the 
purpose of the low~income allowance formula in depth. But even the incomplete 
and fragmented information it provided could not conceal the fact that the current 
limits on per capita income were no longer valid. The substantial decrease in the 
value of the dollar since the establishment of the current limit meant that there 
was an irrefutable case for revising that limit upwards. The limit should be 
raised above $US 2,000, and preferably to $US 2,500, if the fundamental purpose 
of the lmv--income allovrance formula, i.e. to mitigate the proportion of the 
expenses of the United Nations paid by low-income and middle-income countries, 
was to be preserved. 

16. The Committee had refused to take any firm stand on the desirable statistical 
base period for establishing a scale of assessments, or even to express preferences 
on the basis of lo~ic, equity and practicability. In its previous report it had 
rightly stressed the need to strike a balance between the need for stability and 
continuity in the statistical base and the importance of remaining close to current 
economic realities. IIis delegation favoured a five-year base period, as it -vwuld 
more appropriately balance two factors -· avoidance of sharp variations in States 1 

assessments, and the reflection of current economic realities ~then the seven
year period. 

17. Turning to the specific case of his own country, he reminded members that 
Poland had repeatedly objected to the methods used by the Committee on 
Contributions to convert data on Poland's national income from zlotys into United 
States dollars. The exchange rate used in Poland 1 s financial operations with 
other countries since January 1972 - 33.20 zlotys to one United States dollar -
Bl10ul.d have been u5ed to calculate Poland's assessment, a view I'ol· .. ·.nd lo.:::~.d 
expressed in four separate letters to the Committee on Contributions betvreen 

I ... 
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May 1976 and May 1979. Ir 1980, the Committee on Contributions had manifested 
willingness to correct the method by which it calculated Poland 1 s assessment, 

but had then applied the cfficial Polish exchange rate only to data covering the 
years 1976 and 1977. The existing scale of assessments for the years 1980-1982 
reflected a laborious comrromise, of which Poland 1 s assessment formed a part. 
Poland had taken note botb of the difficulties encountered and the goodwill 
manifested by the Committee on Contributions, and had accepted its recorr~endation 
relating to the Polish assessment on the understanding that, when the next scale 
>vas vmrked out in 1982, f1.:ll justice would be done vrith regard to the method 
used to calculate Poland's assessment. He wished to re-emphasize that position. 

18. His delegation had ccncluded from its reading of the report of the Committee 
on Contributions that the existing principles used to measure capacity to pay 
were sound, despite their imperfections and lacunae, and should consequently be 
maintained. It was prepared to support the draft resolutions contained in 
paragraph 100 of the report. 

19. Mr. SERBANESCU (Romania) said that the concern that the scale of assessments 
should be calculated in as fair and equitable manner possible had been reiterated 
in virtually every resolution adopted on the subject by the General Assembly. An 
objective analysis of the recommendations made in recent years by the Committee 
on Contributions revealed that some progress had been made towards that end. 
Mention should be made in that connexion of the changes introduced in the lovr 
per capita income allowance formula and in the statistical base period and 
adjustments to take account of special circumstances. Such reforms attested to 
the Committee's spirit of accommodation and receptiveness. Nevertheless, much 
more could be done, and the General Assembly had, at the preceding session, 
requested the Committee to continue to seek ways and means of improving and 
refining its procedures with a view to arriving at more equitable formulae. 

20. He noted in the report of the Committee signs of a possible split in its 
membership and of excessively partisan attitudes; that was particularly 
unfortunate in a body whose past successes had been due to its capacity to adapt 
and overcome obstacles. He was confident that the Chairman of the Committee and 
the Committee itself were aware of that state of affairs and would not allow it 
to deteriorate. 

21. 'I'he conclusions put forward by the Corr~ittee in its report were, on the vrhole, 
acceptable. The general conclusion to be drawn from the report was that the 
Committee would have to continue with patience and perseverance along the difficult 
road of innovation and statistical refinement. 

22. The Committee should immediately tackle the problem of improving the lovr 
per capita income allowance formula. It should devote increased attention to 
the difficulties faced by some countries in obtaining strong currencies and to the 
possibility of using a new indicator reflecting level of expenditure on 
development expressed as a percentage of national income. It did not seem fair to 
penalize a developing country which was striving at great sacrifice to promote its 

I ... 
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own development by autornaticall;r equating annual c;rm;th rates increased 
capacity to pay. His flelecation uas aware that its concerns had itly been 
taken into account in the lovr 1Jer capita income allmrance formula, but that uas not 
sufficient. 'I'he -problem reg_uired appropriate study in the Cow.mittee on 
Contributions. 

2]. A seven-year base period for the calculation of the scale of assessments 
represented a compromise 1rhich accomodated the concerns of most, incl udinf'; those 
•vho uished the data used to be as up to (l.ate as possible. 'The 
Committee could continue to use the seven-3rear period, unless, of course, it found 
some other formula that vas even more suitable. 

2l~. T·Titll to excessive variations in assessnents betueen scales, his 
ion felt that, the absence of objective criteria apnroved by the General 

Assembly, the Committee must usc its disc ret ion in mal: in:-; such adjustments as vTere 
necessary and that it should exercise its po•·rers in that re(!;ard 1-Tith rather more 
lmderstanr1inc~, flexibility and tgct, so as to 1~reserve the consensus ui thin the 
Cocmnittee itself and in tbe General Assembly. 

25. There uas no need for the Fifth Com:rr.ittee to adopt yet another resolution on 
the i terfl., as there ·Here really no ne;;r elements that uould assist in sol vinr; the 
exist inc; problems. 'I·he Committee on Contributions must, hmrever, take into account 
the observations and conclusions in its report 1rhich ho.d been endorsed by the 
~ifth Corrunittee and the observations and ions made by members in the course 
of the discussion. 

;Ir. SAG'\:CRA. (Spain) said tho.t the ultimat objective of the Committee on 
Contributions uas to devise and put into practice c;eneral and objective methods 
for calculatin3 an scale of assessments. The fact that the methods 
currc:ntly utili?;ed h::td a substantial objective :-;rounding not mean that that aim 
had been obtained. Tlmt ·•Tcts the reason for the Conmi ttee 1 s constant concern to 
refine its and methods. His ion uas aHare of the 

and, in some c::tses, the ir.1possibili ty of satisfactorily carryinc; out the 
tasks set for the Comm.ittee in paragraph 2 of resolution /G B. It uas necessary, 
none tJ1e less, for the Cocrn1ittee to nersevere in its efforts. 

~7. T'is deler;ation concurrecl in the conclusion sP.t forth in 12 of the 
Committee 1 s report on methods for avoidine: excessive variations in <'.SSessments 
betueen tcro successive scales. It uas no·c convince0 of tbe val of the 
ar:~ument used ar;G,inst the adoption of a scale calculatecl to four decimal 
since such a system uould, in fact, variations in the assessments of States 

small contributions. , under the current system the 
minimum increase 1-rhich could occur in the contribution of a i~ta.te ,cwsessed at 
0. 01 per cent "3.8 an m1cli tional 0. 01 per cent, whic~1 \muld. result in an increase of 
100 per cent in the anount of its contribution. 'If a system of computinG 
.'J.ssess:~1ents to at least three decimal dir:i ts vas used, hovever, the assessment of 
sucl1 a 1enber State could. increase to 0.011, 0.(112 o.nd so forth ln 
jncreases of 10 anil. ?0 ner cent ln its contribution. [\s to the arrnr.nent that 

scale conputed to more decimal than currently used r,dn:ht convey the 
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sion of a hic;her degree of precision in the 1.mderlyinc; statistics than vras 
actually the case, his cl.e=.ee;ation considered that it uas invalid, since the fault 

1rith the statistics m:ed hy the Committee and not the precision of the 
percenta{';e coefficients. It uas cesirable that alJ. T1ember States should provide 
the CO!tiDlittee 1-rith the mo~:t precise statistics possible. 

20. The Committee should continue to study the question of social and economic 
indicators, since they uoulo to measure vrith r:reater precision the real 
capacity to pay of e:1.ch Tiern.ber State. 

29. The question of the :.ovT per ca-pita income allmrance formula uas of considerable 
i'llportance ouinc; to the substantial shift in financial burdens betueen income 
c;roups, as illustrated in tables 1 to t: in parac;raph 3S" of the report. It might be 
useful to study the effects on the scale of defining various income brackets and 
applyin13 spec relief forr.mlae to each bra.cket, instead of settinr; a single 
dollar limit betueen hir:h and lmr income r;rouns. The merit of such a systerr vrould 
be to accentuate the impact of -per capita inco'lle in the calculation of assessments. 

30. In vievr of the ~-rorlc1··vride impact of inflation, the Gormnittee should develop 
criteria for evaluating objectively that economic factor, which distorted the 
fir:ures for national Health in a 1ray entirely unrelated to the actual econonic 
development of States. In order to increase the con};arability of income data, the 
Statistical Office of the United Nations could issue cuidelines for the compilation 
of data in constant nrice::; for use by Henber States which currently submitted data 
in current prices. A major structural :Problem affecting the scale of assessments, 
vrhich shoulo. be under constant revieF, uas the existence of ceil inc; anr1 floor 
ra.tes of assessment, , owing, to their rigioity, might be incompatible the 
unassailable princiJ}le of capacity to pay. I·!oreover, those Hembers uhich oyed 
a priviler:ed position vis-·a-vis other Hembers uncler .1\rticle 23 of the Charter 
should be treated. differer,tly in the matter of assessments. 

31. Hith rec;ard to the fc,rrnat 
shovrine; the assessments of all 
thr:tt an updated table 1rould be 

of the report, his cl_eler;ation noted that the table 

Lastly, his 
parae;r:::mh 100. 

J.1ember States since l()lt6 was miss 
included in the next report. 

; it trusted 

ic·n 1vould support the draft resolutions recomraenc1ed 1n 

33. i'ir. D.R BURGOS-CABAL ) said he uished to analyse the proe;ress achieved 
in refinine; the methodolo[;y used to calculate the scale of assessments order to 
ascertain hmr adequatelY i.he scales recommended corresponded to the -orinc of 
justice and fairness. rl'hc,se principles dictated that three fundamental 
considerations had to be i.al<::en into account, na:nely, ce~pacity to 1)aY, the dis:narity 
betvreen developeo. and devE:lopinr; econorr.ies, ancl. the a1Jili tv to obtain convertible 
currency. 

I. ,. . 
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From the outset, national income had been regarded as an adequate for 
measuring capacity to pay. In order to take into account the economic inequality 
of Hember States, the low per capita income formula had been devised. The 
short-comings of that formula had become apparent over the years; dissatisfaction 
;;.rith it had arisen initially because of the faulty nethods of national 
income and later as a result of the devaluation of the dollar, which had rendered 
the ceiling and floor rates and the size of the relief factor outdated. A 
number of ad hoc adjustments had been adopted to provide relief for States whose 
situation cried out for special :measures, but such adjustments had proved to be 
unsatisfactory in measuring individual capacity to pay and talcing economic 
inequality into account. The inadequacy of those adjustments was borne out by 
the charges in the rates of assessment of four groups of countries beti·reen 1970 
and 1980. Excluding the increased contribntion of Japan, the percentage 
contribution of group I, comprising eight developed countries, i·ras lovrer in 1980 
than it had been in 1970; yet it 1·ras patently clear that those countries had a 
greater capacity to pay than other members. Groups III and IV, comprising and 
120 countries respectively, had had their contributions reduced from 9.37 per cent 
and 8.04 per cent to 8.95 per cent and 5.55 per cent respectively. In contrast, 
the contribution of group II alone - comprising mediQm contributors, 
including Brazil - had increased from 12. per cent to 13.21 per cent. Had the 
former level of China's contribution been maintained, the contribution of group II 
Hould have risen to 17.09 per cent. In any event, the contribution of group II 
had climbed from 12.31 per cent in 1970 to 16.07 per cent in 1979. The countries 
of group II had, in their efforts to develop, been most hurt by circumstances 
which affected capacity to pay but were not reflected in their national 
income statistics. Those States were thus unjustly penalized in the calculation 
of the scale of assessments. 

35. Such anomalies uere the result of limitations and fla1vs in national income 
data and the various methods by uhich they were obtained. Those considerations 
had prompted the General Assembly to propose in the past that various factors 
should be taken into account besides national income. 

36. Hith regard to the General Assembly's request that the Conmlittee on 
Contributions should report on \·rays of curbing excessive variations in assessments 
from one scale to the next~ the Committee hac. indicated that it was impossible to 
quantify the cone of "excessive11

, given its subjective nature. That should 
not, however, be an obstacle since all the elements of the assessment formula, 
vli th the exception perhaps of per capita national income, were ctlso subjective. 
The element of subjectivity could be reduced by setting reasonable limits which 
•vould not distort the capacity to pay of Member States any more than the 
establishment of an equally arbitrary ceiling, floor and gradient had done. The 
introduction of a system of calculating rates to up to four decimal digits could 
complement other measures to reduce excessive variations in assessments. 

37. ~·Tith reference to conditions or circumstances adversely affecting capacity to 
pay, it should be borne in mind that social and economic indicators~ tal\:en in 
isolation, tended to reflect not capacity to :pay but rather a country's level of 
l·rell-beine:;, which might be related to incoHe distribution but not necessarily to 
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the generation of income. Indices of national vrealth, however, did have a direct 
relationship to capacity tQ pay, and thus the quantification of national wealth was 
of paramount importance in accurately determininc; the capacity of li[enber States to 
pay. It was not possible, for example, to compare two countries with the same 
per capita income ~>rhen one had a social and economic infrastructure developed over 
a period of centuries and 1;ras thus able to earmark its entire income for the ~>Tell
being and quality of life of its people, while the other, faced with the need to 
improve the living standards of its rapidly grovring population, was forced to 
allocate a substantial proportion of its income - 25 per cent in the case of 
Brazil - to structural investment designed to broaden the basis of its productive 
capacity. As no dec.uctiom; were allowed in respect of such investment, Brazil 1 s 
contribution to the organi:~ations of the United Nations system was ~!28 million. 
Unfo1·tunately, as the Comm~.ttee on Contributions had observed, the majority of 
Member States had not yet developed the statistics needed to determine their 
national wealth and that precluded for the time being the adoption of an indicator. 

38. Dependence on one or t, fevl commodities exposed a country to sudden rises and 
declines in export earning~ • Such factors iT ere, as the Committee had pointed out 
in its report, reflected iL national income figures. Inflation caused by a sudden 
rise in income was not takE:n into account, however, if the national currency was 
devaluated at a rate less than the rate of inflation. That usually occurred when 
exchange rates did not floE.t freely as a result of an anti-inflationary policy. 
In such cases, the national income of the country concerned showed an exaggerated 
increase and its effective capacity to pay was overestimated. The Committee on 
Contrih11~inns had acknowlecged that the solution to the problem would be the use 
ur· constant, -prices, but cor sidered it to be unfeasible because statistics in 
constant prices '·rere available for only 98 Member States. There were, as the 
Committee had argued, conceptual and practical risks involved in using constant 
prices, but they were surpassed in magnitude and seriousness by the possibility of 
overestimating the national income of those countries whose rate of inflation was 
higher than the rate of devaluation.. Ivloreover, countries reporting national income 
in current prices were at a disadvantage vis-a-vis those which submitted statistico 
in constant prices, and the adjustments made by the Committee did not appear to 
have corrected that disparity. \ihat was needed was a standardized methodoloc;y for 
calculating national income in comparable prices and for taking inflation into 
account. Otherwise, market-economy developing countries would continue to be 
unreasonably penalized. 

39. The choice of a revisei low per capita income allowance formula must not be 
an arbitrary one, for the aim was to update the real value of the dollar limit to 
take into account the deval1ation of the dollar. Allegations that such a measure 
would favour the middle-inc•)me countries were not valid, since the dollar limit 
would not be increased in r·~al terms. 

40. The principle of capacity to pay was applied to all Hember States bu.t one. 
Tbat exception to the rule nust be taken into account by the Fifth Committee, the 
Committee on Contributions and the I:lember State concerned. 
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41. lilr. BF.OTODINIHGTIAT_ (Indonesia) said that although the report of the Comr::tittee 
on Contributions (A/35/ll) was of usual quality, understandably, because 
of the technical difficulty and politically sensitive nature of the ·Hork, it 
remained inconclusive in many areas. In vie1.r of that CoErrni ttee 1 s expressed 
intention to continue its study, his comments 1vould be of a preliminary nature. 

His delegation was a:monc; those support the idea of avo excessive 
variations in individual rates of assessment bet1reen hro successive scales; such 
excessive variations might not accurately reflect economic realities. As far as 
he vras aware, there had nPver been a case where the economic conditions of a 
country changed so spectacularly over the norrr1al three-year period between t1vo 
scales as to spectacularly increase or decrease its capacity to pay. However, he 
was fully aware of the technical difficulties faced the Committee on 
Contributions in defining \vhat constituted an excessive variation and in striking 
an appropriate balance between percentage limit and percentage points limit if 
fairness and equity were to be ensured. Those difficulties should not o hovrever, 
give rise to despair or be taken as proof that the concept of excessive variation 
1ras unsound; he encouraged the Committee in its intention to pursue efforts to 
find a suitable solution. 

43. It was heartening to note the agreement recorded in paragraph 16 of the 
report that national income as a measure of capacity to pay should be 
supplemented by other economic and indicators. The statement in 
paragraph 13 to the effect that the aggregate of national income expressed 
in monetary terms not reflect economic realities was one 1-rith vhich 

delegation could fully concur. However, it vras puzzled by the mention of 
uer capita national incorr-e in the next sentence. There seemed to be a confusion 
between gross national income as the principal measure of capacity to pay and 
per capita national income, 1-rhich \vas not, in his delegation's view, sufficiently 
taken into account in determining that capacity. 'Ihat sentence should instead 
have expressed the vieH that a nev general index of development covering econon:ic 
and social, as well as value and structural, aspects of development including 
per capita national income, might provide a more comprehensive indicator of a 
country's over-all level of development than did gross national income. 

44. 'Ihe findings of some members of the Committee on Contributions reflected 
paragraph ho of its report gave cause for concern. Further clarification was 
needed of the effect of an upward shift of the loT,r per capita income formula. 
Uhile sharing the justifiable concerns of the :rrciddle~,income developinc; countries, 
he did not believe that it was intent to linpose a new formula 
might secure their interest at the expense of the lo~V-income countries. He 
counted on the Committee on Contributions to an innovative, sophisticated 
formula which would n;eet the concerns of both groups of countries. 

45. His delegation continued to believe that the application of the national 
income criterion without taking account of national Health was a handicap in 
establishing a fair and equitable scale. The technical difficult should not 
be used as a pretext for abandoning the quest for fairness and justice; the 
Committee should continue its study of the question. 
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46. His delegation ;ras cc·nfident that before the process of establishing the next 
scale of assessments begar., the Committee on Contributions would be able to make 
strong recommendations to increase the fairness and eQuity of the scale, as 
repeatedly reQuested by tl'.e General Assembly. 

47. Mr. CROM (Netherland!:) expressed the view of his delegation that the Corr.:rnittee 
on Contributions had done its best to comply vith the requests made General 
Assembly resolution 34/6 I:. 

On the subject of thE base :period for the calculation of the scale, it seemed 
to his delegation that further study of the question might not really be necessary 
since the seven-year base period appeared to be :practical and to ensure reasonable 
stability, without ignorir.g economic realities, as well as successfully avoiding 
excessive fluctuations in national assessrr.ents behreen successive scales. 

49. The in-depth studies undertaken by the Committee demonstrated the complexity 
of finding a methodology ·vhich would take account of all the relevant influences 
on capacity to :pay. The Committee should not hesitate to discard those 
socio-economic indicators l·rhich, because they could not be quantified~ were of 
no use in achieving a fairer scale. Although the report allowed a clearer 
perception of some of the tools used in establishing the scale of assessments, the 
lack of convincing arc;umer.ts and information which had led his delegation to 
abstain at the thirty-fourth session reraained. To establish a scale which was both 
understandable and acce:pt&.ble to all Iviember States, he suggested that the 
Committee should select tl.e factors and indicators to be studied on the basis of 
whether or not they -vrere c_uantifiable and would ensure world-vride comparability. 
His delegation shared the view of the representative of Australia that the 
Committee should make :public as much as :po of the statistical data used as 
a basis for its decision. 

Mr. BAHAR (Afghanistco.n) said that a number of the problems studied by the 
Committee on Contribution:: at its fortieth session were of great importance to 
the developing countries, particularly the use of economic and social indicators of 
capacity to pay, the abiljty of Hember States to secure convertible currency and 
the special problems of States that were heavily dependent on the export of one 
:product or a few :products, Those matters as well as the alternative formulae for 
the lmr per capita income allmrance should remain under study. His delegation 
shared the opinion of the Committee on Contributions that the only internationally 
acceptable, objective and dependable statistical indicator of the relative 
capacity of Eember States to :pay was national income expressed in current :prices. 
It was ready to approve tr e report. 

Mr. KASRAHI (Jordan) said that ultimately the Committee on Contributions 
had to devise an a:pproxilll2.te linear measure of the capacity to :pay that would 
tal;:c account; of most of tt.e variables determining that capacity. The Committee 
had recognized as long age as 191'7 that it \·ras virtually impossible to establish 
a com:rosite indicator, anc. accordingly, even all the necessary data were 
available, any solution cculd only be second~ best. The :primary cause of the 
difficulty was the lack of acceptable guidelines to make an international 
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comparison of income and to determine a measure of the level of development. 
'I'hough research was continuing, there was no scientific measure yet of the level 
of development and no agreed method of comparing different economies. The 
Committee 1 s awareness of the dimensions of the problem and of the need for an 
objective analysis of the variables involved, particularly ,,lith respect to the 
measurement of national wealth, was evident from the report. Frankly, his 
delegation did not expect the Committee on Contributions to find adequate 
solutions. He could only hope that when r.e:xt revievring the scale of assessments 
the Committee would have at its disposal more objective statistical estimates of 
some of the socio-economic indicators that, together with national income~ could 
provide a more accurate measurement of capacity to pay. 

52. Certain temporary problems, such as inability to secure foreign currency 
and severe fluctuations of export prices in cases of dependence on the export of 
a single product also needed to be taken into account. He endorsed paragraphs 30 
and 34 of the report: when a non-renewable resource ~ras a country's only major 
export it did have a bearing on the determination of the level of development~ but 
the rise in the price of a non-renewable resource did not necessarily imply a higher 
level of development. In a more general context, the CoFJmittee on Contributions 9 

in reviewing the scale of assessments, might take into account an increase or 
decrease in national income. However, an increase in the gross national product 
of a poor country should not be assessed at the same rate as a similar increase in 
a richer country. 

Mr. GOLOVKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that, on the lvhole, the 
Committee on Contributions had complied with the requests made in General Assembly 
resolution 34/6 B. His delegation welcomed the fact that in its report the 
Committee had laid stress on the importance of the principle of capacity to pay, 
any resolution adopted at the current session on the matter should also stress 
that important principle. His delegation had noted with satisfaction the analysis 
and conclusions of the Co~mittee. The apportionment of the expenses of the 
Organization must be based on national income data calculated on the basis of a 
uniform methodology and expressed in current prices. Any rigid limitation >vith 
regard to maximum variations of assessments in calculating future scales would be 
inappropriate. 

A number of Member States had expressed concern at the level of their 
assessments. Those concerns were understandable, and the Corr~ittee on Contributions 
should continue to take them into account. 

55. His delegation reaffirmed its position with respect to the financing of 
peace-keeping operations of the United Nations pursuant to Chapter VII of the 
Charter. Such financing did r:.ot fall ,,Ji thin the purview of Article 19, which 
dealt exclusively with contributions to the regular budget; attempts artificially 
to link the two were totally unjustified. 

"' 56. Mr. SLABY (Czechoslovakia) expressed appreciation for the sense of 
responsibility and complete objectivity shown by the Committee on Contributions 
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in dealing with the ambi~ious tasks of a methodological and conceptual nature 
entrusted to it by Gener~l Assembly resolution 34/6 B. In all its deliberations 
the Committee had ric;htl:r kept in mind the economic disparities between the 
advanced an(!_ developing ·~ountries and had been guided by the desire to keep 
assessments for the leas-~-developed countries as low as possible. 

57. Although his delegation had favoured General Assembly resolution 34/6 B, 
it had had cloubts about ·the logicality of reaffirming that the basic indicator 
for deterr<lining the scale of assessments was the capacity of Mcnber States to 
pay while, at the same time, entrusting the Committee on Contributions with a 
number of tasl<::s uhich cmld only be interpreted as a departure from that basic 
criterion, 

58. Capacity to pay was the only just criterion for determining the scale of 
assessments, and the onl~ reliable measure of a State's capacity to pay was its 
national income expressed in current prices. To supplement national income by 
other econo1ilic and social indicators Has unfeasible because a composite index that 
would reflect the diverse nature of socio-economic development throughout the 
world with the necessary :Jbjectivity and precision could not be devised. The very 
selection and evaluation )f data caused difficulties. The request that accQmulated 
national wealth should be taken into account in computing the scale of assessments 
uas equally questionable tlecause inadequate data and methods made it impossible to 
use accmr_ulated national :veal th as a systematic indicator of capacity to pay. 

59. Undoubtedly, it would be useful to keep some matters, such as the so-called 
low allowan<-.0 ::ormula, the ability of Member States to secure convertible 
currency, and heavy dependence of some States on the export of one product or a 
few products, under consi(leration. Ho•.vever, he had 'Jerious doubts about the 
concept of the Qvoidance of excessive variations of individual rates of assessment 
between tvo successive scLles because of the difficulty in finding a universal 
definition of the term •:eJ:cessive". The introduction of any upward or downward 
limit would distort the b£,sic indicator oi' capacity to pay, and variations in 
individual ~a"ces of asses;:,ment were already more than sufficiently mitigated by the 
seven-year statistical baE e period. Although that period did not reflect with 
sufficient precision chan1.2es in the economic and financial situation of individual 
countries, the existing procedure -vras flexible enough to enable the Committee on 
Contributions to make allcvances, on a case-by-case basis, for States with 
particular difficulties. 

60. His dclc:r;ation endorsed the report of the Committee on Contributions and 
believed that the General Assembly should not request it to undertake tasks that 
either de:rarted from the basic criterion or vere unrealistic. The current methods 
of calculatine; assessments were adequate. 

61. .1Ir. SPETSIOS (Greece) expressed the vie1v that the initial achievements of the 
Committee ;;~-Co~tributions in analysing the topics enumerated in parae;raph 2 of 
General Assembly resolution 34/6 B were valuable. It had visely concluded that 
further study was required in many cases. His delegation believed that at its next 
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session the Committee on Contributions should make every effort to devise methods 
to avoid excessive variations of individual rates of assessment between t-vro 
success scales. A generally acceptable formula that respect would 
a serious difficulty in establi future scales. He expressed the belief that 
iiaccumulated wealth" as an of a country's capacity to pay~ could not be 
used as a rigorous criterion but that it should be taken into account as far as 
was That was a delicate matter deserving further cautious study, 
includinG an examination of limits to avoid ially overburdening 
those States which had long been or contributors. It should also be made clear 
that the not of accumulated wealth could not be interpreted to include national 
;
1assets 11 of a cultural character or pertainine; to the natural environment. 

62. (Turkey) commended the Committee on Contributions on its report and 
on efforts to determine principles on to base the contributions 
of Member States, a matter to his delegation attached the utmost 

63. Considerable progress had been made in the determination of the economic 
factors which influenced the capacity to pay of a Member State, However, as the 
report ed out, further t data and other relevant information would 
be required to finalize the work. Progress might well be faster in some areas 
than in others. For example, objective data on the balance of payments and ability 
to secure convertible currency were available. 

64. He that the Committee on Contributions would be provided with all the 
information and data it required to enable it to produce results in the near 
future. 

The meeting rose at 1.05 p.m. 




